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About the Women’s Centre

WELCOME!
T

he day is finally here for Make One Change: A Women’s
Gathering and we cannot begin to describe how excited
we are!

For the past year we have been working with incredible women
who have many inspiring ideas for creating change. Women
and women’s groups were asked to make one recommendation
for change at a policy or systemic level. Our desire is that this
gathering is a launching point and that we will work together to
propel these changes and policy recommendations forward.

WOMEN ARE
GAINING
MOMENTUM;
CHANGE IS
INEVITABLE

Our hope is that today is filled with learning, connections and
inspiration for all and that we will strengthen our collective
capacity for change work. As you move throughout the day, we ask
you to remember that while we recognize the many issues women
are still facing, women are gaining momentum and change is
inevitable.
We are living in an exciting time, with large-scale justice
movements occurring across the world. The time for change is now
and the leaders of that change are at the gathering with us today.
To the presenters, volunteers and attendees of Make One Change,
we are extremely humbled to be in your presence and are looking
forward to learning, creating connections and finding inspiration
ourselves.
We are truly grateful to each and every one of you for taking the
time to be with us here today and hope that we see you again
soon.
On behalf of the Women’s Centre, welcome to Make One Change!
Sincerely,

Cari Gulbrandsen		
Chair, Social Issues Committee

Denise Young
Chair, Board of Directors
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WOMEN WORKING TOGETHER
W

elcome! The Women’s Centre of Calgary is proud to host
Make One Change: A Women’s Gathering.

The Women’s Centre is a unique, street-front community space
for women. Our vision is a world where women are supporting
communities and communities are supporting women.
We work toward that vision by providing a safe place for women
to both receive and provide support, connect with others and build
community. All of the work at the Women’s Centre is done within the
unique framework of our Community Capacity Building Peer Model
and its promising best practices.
Our Peer Model is reciprocity-based and works to minimize
hierarchies with key principles of respect, trust and shared
responsibility. Feminist and capabilities theories inform the model.
Although many equality gaps still prevent women from fully
participating and excelling in our society, we believe in the potential
of every woman and that women are strong and capable.
The Women’s Centre takes proactive steps to ensure women’s voices
are present in the dialogue around various social, political and
economic issues. Our work is continually informed by the ongoing
needs and the lived experiences of women.
Make One Change: A Women’s Gathering is an initiative that flows
from our unique model and promising practices. This event is
meant to give women’s groups space and a platform to talk about
issues that affect their lives and to tell us what we can do to make
a difference. At the same time, today’s diverse range of issues and
policy recommendations will play an important role in broadening
our work for change agenda at the Women’s Centre.
As every woman has something to offer, our Knowledge Café at the
end of the day will create space to tap into the collective knowledge
in the room. Together we will create concrete actions and discuss the
next steps that each of us will take to make one change for women.
We hope to expand our community of women working for change
and sincerely look forward to working with you!
Sincerely,

Aimar Bracho			
Community Engagement Coordinator
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Leah Kelley		
Social Issues Coordinator

WE BELIEVE
IN THE
POTENTIAL
OF EVERY
WOMAN

OUR SPONSORS
A GRATEFUL THANK-YOU TO
OUR EVENT SPONSORS, WHO
HELPED MAKE THIS SPECIAL
EVENT A REALITY!

C AT H E R I N E
D O N N E L LY
F O U N DAT I O N

COMMUNITIES SUPPORTING
WOMEN
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TO OUR VOLUNTEERS
WE CANNOT THANK
YOU ENOUGH!
Like everything we do at the Women’s Centre, Make One Change would not be possible
without the many hours of hard work by volunteers. Thank you to all of the amazing
women who have volunteered their time and energy to Make One Change!
In specific, we would like to recognize the contributions of:
Our fantastic planning committee: Cari Gulbrandsen, Heather Parsons, Janice Broudeur,
Jennifer Hawthorn, Mary Sheridan, Pegg Hoffman and Sidney Craig Courtice.
Our incredible presenters and group volunteers.
Our talented program guide artists: Courtenay Adams (contributing graphic designer),
Katie Mikalauskus (original artwork and design concept) and Shelley Lim (contributing
graphic designer).
Our wonderful spring practicum student: Mirella Bautista.
And last but certainly not least thank you to our hardworking Evaluations Committee,
Social Issues Committee and Board of Directors for their time supporting, promoting
and volunteering at Make One Change.
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ENTERTAINMENT
DRUMMING BY CHERYLE CHAGNON-GREYEYES AND CHANTAL CHANGON
FROM IDLE NO MORE

THE ARTISTS
CHANTAL CHAGNON

, CEO for the Calgary Centre Green Party,

is an Idle No More activist and an educator. A Cree-Métis woman (Muskeg Lake Cree Nation
Saskatchewan), Chantal is a professional singer and actress and is a single mother to two sons.
Chantal is a compassionate woman, who believes that a healthier, fairer, more sustainable
Canada is possible as we make decisions for those generations to come.

CHERYLE CHAGNON-GREYEYES

, member of
Muskeg Lake Cree Nation Saskatchewan, is certified in Kakakaway Medicine Wheel teachings (Level
II). Cheryle has a Bachelor of Arts in Communications, and a Bachelor of Arts in Canadian Native
studies both from the University of Calgary. She also has a Public Relations and Advertising diploma
from Grant MacEwan University. Cheryle is the administrative coordinator at The Native Centre at
the University of Calgary, mother of two and ‘kokum’ to two grandsons.

YOUTUBE: CHANTAL CHAGNON

CONNECT WITH SONG,
DRUMMING
AND THE SHARING
OF ABORIGINAL CULTURE
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ENTERTAINMENT
A MUSICAL PERFORMANCE FROM CONTEMPORARY WORLD-FUSION
ARTIST, COMPOSER AND IMPROVISER VI AN DIEP

THE ARTIST
VI AN DIEP

immigrated to Canada from Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam) in 1984.
Diep preserves Asian heritages by allowing inspiration to flow through long harp-like
instruments, called zithers, from Vietnam, China and Japan. As a professional and independent
full time musician since 1998, Diep has released over 15 original albums and has been featured
on hundreds of collaborative works around the world. Diep is very involved with the community
and contributes to its vitality through engaging the public with the arts.

WEB: ZHENGJAZZENSEMBLE.WEEBLY. COM

SOUND IS A
GOOD THING IN LIFE
- VI AN DIEP (PRONOUNCED VEE-AN, DEE-EP)
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ENTERTAINMENT
AN ART DISPLAY BY THE WOMEN’S ART COLLECTIVE: PEOPLE INCHOATE
Collaborating since 2006, the People Inchoate is a diverse and ever-evolving group of graduates from Alberta College of Art and Design.
The group was initially created to provide handmade items and artwork at the Calgary Folk Festival. Since then, the People Inchoate has
collaborated in various events, including NaTrophy, a group show held in 2012 at the Area, in which artists ruminated on the concept of
taxidermy while limiting the materials used to those that already pre-existed in their homes and studios. Ideas are always percolating
in the minds of these artists. As soon as an inspiration crystallizes the People Inchoate comes together to create something new and
wonderful.

THE ARTISTS
CAMILLE BETTS

graduated from the Alberta College of Art
and Design sculpture department in 2006.
The majority of her work has had an ecofriendly theme, as most of her materials are
recycled or repurposed from their original
function. Since completing a residency at
the Canadian Film Centre (2009-10) in
Interactive Arts and Entertainment, Camille
has worked on festival art and stage and set design. More recently, she has
been working on a series of smaller 3D collages that carry a surreal narrative of
current times.

JOLENE SMITH

is a graduate of the Alberta College of
Art and Design. Her art practice involves
many different areas, such as ceramics,
painting, etc., but usually focuses mainly
on the book arts. In her book, ‘A-Z Plant
Exploration’, she catalogues various
handmade papers that have been made
from plant materials that begin with each
letter of the alphabet and are from our
local environment.

LYNDSAY HINDS

considers herself to be more of an explorer
of form and light and an experimenter
than an artist. Her work rarely begins from
one concrete idea but is often built on the
foundation of a few specific motifs: lace,
burlap, light, decay, and fairy stories. From
there the idea evolves through the use of
the media and the techniques that she has
chosen for the experiment.

DENLY SMYTH MCMANN
is a native Calgarian. Her artistic
persuasion grew unwittingly as she
graduated from the messy technique
of backyard mud sculpting to the more
sophisticated material of playdough.
Denly eventually found herself at the
Alberta College of Art and Design,
receiving a Bachelor of Fine Arts with
honours from the painting department.
She has since been part of numerous group and several solo exhibitions,
and is involved in a variety of artist markets in Calgary, making products
under the moniker Paper Fedora.

JULIA JUNGWIRTH
decided from a wee age to became
a bonafide artist destined to soak
up a life of texturally visual bliss.
2006 marked the year she received
her Bachelor of Fine Arts with
distinction from the Alberta College
of Art and Design. As an artist adding
to the excess of our society, it is
important for her to re-purpose
materials to create something new while also being fully aware of the
impact these materials have on our fragile environment. During the
spring, summer and fall months you will most likely find her elbow
deep in soil experimenting with various garden projects in her backyard
permaculture garden.
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THE SCHEDULE
Make One Change: A Women's Gathering - June 15, 2013
WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
TIME

SESSION A

SESSION B

9:00 - 9:40
9:40 - 10:00

10:00 - 11:00

Life After Conflict
with the Law:
The Truth About
Re-integration
Inside Out Action
Research Team

Afghani Immigrant
Women in Calgary:
Challenges, Expectations
and Opportunities
Women's Development
Portfolio
Ismaili Council for Canada

Violence Against Women:
Visibility and Voice
Take Back The Night

Early Childhood
Education for Life!
Canadian Federation of
University Women
(Calgary North)

Idle No More: Changing

Canada with Culture
and Conversation
Idle No More

The Power of Women
Connecting in a
Neighbourhood
Bridgeland-Riverside
Ladies Network

4:00 - 5:00
5:00 - 6:00

The Flat Tax is for Fat Cats
Women, Creativity and
Political Voice and
Women Together
Ending Poverty

Nowhere Safe to Go

Equality and Transwomen

Soapbox Session

The Trans Hub

Change Makers

Women of
Servants Anonymous

Devaluing Immigrant
Women’s Educational
Skills and Economic
Contributions
Alberta Network of
Immigrant Women

Women and Food
Insecurity: How
We Are All Connected

Reproductive Justice:
Moving Beyond the
Pro-Choice Debate

Oxfam Calgary

Calgary Sexual Health Centre

Proud of Our Difference
Women from
The Disability Action Hall

Coffee Break

2:40 - 3:00

3:00 - 4:00

Gael MacLeod,
City Councillor, Ward 4,
Dr. Melanee Thomas
connected to Equal Voice
and Rachel Notley, MLA
Edmonton-Strathcona

SESSION E

Lunch

12:15 - 1:40

1:40 - 2:40

Equal Voices?
Let's Talk About Barriers to
Women in Politics

SESSION D

Coffee Break

11:00 - 11:15

11:15 - 12:15

SESSION C
Registration & Light Breakfast
Opening

Human Trafficking:
A Look at Local Trends
Action Coalition on Human
Trafficking (ACT Alberta)

Women and
Social Isolation
Calgary Vietnamese
Women's Association
(Hoi Phu Nu Calgary)

Safe and Affordable
Housing:
A Women’s Perspective
Women & Housing

Childcare: It Impacts All
Women from United Nurses
of Alberta

Soapbox Session
Change Makers

Knowledge Café
Community Social Gathering

WE ARE LIVING
IN AN EXCITING TIME.
THE TIME FOR CHANGE IS NOW
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THE PROGRAM

SESSION A
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM

LIFE AFTER CONFLICT WITH THE LAW: THE TRUTH ABOUT REINTEGRATION
During the hour the Inside Out Action Research Team will discuss the barriers women who have been in conflict with the law face upon
completion of their involvement in the system. Specifically, they will be talking about the lack of human connection, the isolation, and the
barriers women experience. The presentation will include four short digital stories created by the Inside Out Women and the opportunity
to view their photo voice art projects. Their research findings surrounding the “Identifying Gaps in Services for Women Transitioning from
Incarceration to the Community in Calgary” will be a main part of the discussion.

THE SPEAKER

The Inside Out Action Research Team came together in November of 2010
and completed many projects during the three years they had funding. The
Action Research group consisted of four formerly incarcerated women working
with professors from the University of Calgary, the Elizabeth Fry Society, and
many different community agencies. The formerly incarcerated women created
photo voice projects and digital stories, as well as a research project. The team
successfully created a resource manual and a web site both hosted at the
Elizabeth Fry Society of Calgary. The women also spoke at well over 150 events
around the city working to create change through using women’s voices.

JEN

The feds call her 842041C. The province calls her 199887. The Young Offender System called her 41817.
She prefers Jen. A 36-year-old widowed single mother of twin boys, Jen is also a formerly incarcerated woman who
is able to discuss the barriers women face firsthand. She is a mother, a daughter, a sister, a granddaughter, and a
neighbour. An advocate for women in conflict with the law, Jen believes that just because you made a mistake does
not mean you are a mistake.

WOMEN WHO HAVE BEEN
IN CONFLICT WITH THE LAW
FACE MANY BARRIERS
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SESSION B
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
AFGHANI IMMIGRANT WOMEN IN CALGARY:
CHALLENGES, EXPECTATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES
In this session, Maryam from the Women’s Development Portfolio will speak about why many Afghan women were unable to gain an
education in Afghanistan and what difficulties they face after immigrating to Canada. She will also look at how all of us, as responsible
Canadians, can help immigrant and refugee women overcome their obstacles and integrate better into Canadian society.

The Women’s Development Portfolio is part of the Ismaili Council for Canada.
They encourage women to attain full and equal participation in all aspects of
community development and decision making. In their view women should be:
equipped with core competences to act responsibly as role models for future
generations, economically empowered with a sound financial knowledge base
and be social contributors with equal participation in all aspects of decision
making.

THE SPEAKER
MARYAM BAIZA KASSAM

was born in Kabul, Afghanistan
where she completed her degree at the Faculty of Law and Political Sciences at the University
of Kabul. When the Taliban were approaching Kabul, her father, a journalist and activist
advocating for women’s education, decided to move the family out of Afghanistan. The day that
Maryam left her home city was also the day that she had to wear a burqa for the first time.
After a long five-month journey, they arrived in Germany. In 2002, Maryam was awarded a full
scholarship to study in Britain. She finished her Masters of Law in the field of International
Human Rights Law at the University of Edinburgh. Maryam is fluent in Persian, German and
English.

WHAT DIFFICULTIES DO
WOMEN FACE AFTER
IMMIGRATING TO CANADA?
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SESSION C
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
EQUAL VOICES?
LET’S TALK ABOUT BARRIERS TO WOMEN IN POLITICS
This session will be a panel discussion in which panelists will share their stories of how they became involved or interested in politics,
answer questions related to barriers women face when they are seeking office or working as politicians, address the benefits to increased
gender equity, and talk about what needs to change in order to have equal representation in politics.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS TO INCREASED
GENDER EQUITY AND WHAT NEEDS TO
CHANGE IN ORDER TO HAVE EQUAL
REPRESENTATION IN POLITICS?

THE SPEAKERS
GAEL MACLEOD

, City Councillor (Ward 4), has a strong record of public
service and more than 30 years of executive, business and financial experience in the nonprofit, banking and government sectors. Gael has been on the board of directors for a variety of
community organizations, and has a strong commitment to affordable housing. She is currently
dedicated to her role as chair of Calgary Housing Company and Audit Committee.

WEB: CALGARY.CA/WARD4
TWITTER: @YYCGAEL
FACEBOOK: COUNCILLORGAELMACLEOD

MELANEE THOMAS

is an assistant professor in the Department
of Political Science at the University of Calgary and is involved with Equal Voice. Her research
focuses on the causes and consequences of gender-based political inequality, with a particular
focus on political attitudes and behaviour, and policy feedback. Her current research projects
examine: gender, parental status, and politics, and how gendered stereotypes influence
individual women’s perceptions of their ability to be democratic citizens.

RACHEL NOTLEY

has been the Member of the Legislative Assembly
of Alberta for Edmonton-Strathcona since 2008. She is currently the NDP Opposition critic for
the Ministries of Enterprise and Advanced Education, Environment and Sustainable Resource
Development, Human Services, and Justice. Prior to serving as an MLA, Notley was a labour
relations lawyer for the United Nurses of Alberta. Notley lives in Edmonton with her husband
Lou Arab and their two children.
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SESSION D
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
THE FLAT TAX IS FOR FAT CATS
Are you concerned about the recent provincial cuts to education, health and social programs? Are you tired of hearing that we need these
cuts because Alberta has a spending problem? Join members of Women, Creativity and Political Voice and Women Together Ending Poverty
as they use a variety of creative and interactive techniques to engage workshop participants in an examination of the issues surrounding
the flat tax and why we need to replace it with a progressive tax system in Alberta.

THE SPEAKERS
WOMEN, CREATIVITY AND POLITICAL VOICE

is a fluid collective of women artists and activists who have been gathering in Calgary since 2005. They
discuss and develop creative means of addressing issues that concern us: women’s work, women’s bodies,
violence against women, homelessness, the need for living wages, oil royalties in Alberta, environmental
destruction. They have used performance, public interventions, prop and interactive art projects to address
these concerns.

EMAIL: WEAREWCPV@GMAIL.COM

WOMEN TOGETHER ENDING POVERTY

is a diverse grassroots group of women who came together in early 2008 to educate and empower
themselves and others to take action on the root causes of poverty, and to provide mutual support. They
have organized numerous workshops, two major petition campaigns, made presentations to media, the
government, postsecondary students, and at numerous rallies. They have participated in art making
projects and collaborate with other anti-poverty organizations. Currently they are in the initial stages of
developing a campaign to replace Alberta’s flat tax with a progressive taxation system.

WEB: WTEP.CA
FACEBOOK: WOMEN TOGETHER ENDING POVERTY

ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT THE
RECENT PROVINCIAL CUTS TO
EDUCATION, HEALTH AND
SOCIAL PROGRAMS?
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SESSION E
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM

Servants Anonymous is an organization that provides long-term treatment
programs, ongoing support, hope and wholeness to women aged 16 and over (with
or without children) who are victims of, or at risk of, sexual exploitation. They work
with women from all walks of life. Many of their participants have been homeless
for long periods of time.

NOWHERE SAFE TO GO
This session will include a discussion on the lack of safe services for women who are trying to exit homelessness and the street life.
Women who are not leaving domestic violence situations cannot access places like Discovery House because they don’t fit their mandate.
There are few choices for a woman who wants to leave the streets: the Drop-In Centre and Mustard Seed and if she needs detox, she has
Alpha House and Renfrew to choose from. All of these centres house men as well. Our group will discuss what a woman has to go through
to try to better her life and the difficulties she must face in that process. Three of the women who will be presenting have lived experience
and will offer you some insight into their own personal struggles.

THE SPEAKERS
CHARLENE

has lived on the streets of Calgary for 20 years. Originally from
Toronto, Charlene has been homeless for most of her life. She has been to places such as the
Alpha House, Women’s Emergency Shelter and the Drop In Centre. Charlene has suffered from
addictions, sexual exploitation and other forms of abuse in Calgary. She is here to talk about
the lack of services for women who want to change their lives.

GABRIELLE

is a First Nations woman and a single mom of three boys. Although
she grew up in her First Nations community, she experienced homelessness and has struggled
with addictions for years. After leaving her reserve, Gabrielle found herself homeless again. She
found the Servants Anonymous Society, who have helped her to put her life back together and
reunite her with her sons.

GWEN TENNANT

is a registered social worker and a key worker/
program facilitator for the Servants Anonymous Society of Calgary. Gwen has dedicated her
career for the past 20 years to working with marginalized populations in Calgary. She has a
passion for helping women find their voices by teaching life skills programs and advocating for
change.

MALIHA

has an honors degree in health management from York University in
Toronto. Born in Toronto, she has trafficked for sex for four years. Maliha has experienced
homelessness, addictions and ultimately left Toronto because of the lack of safe services for
women. She moved across the country to come to the Servants Anonymous Society in Calgary
so she could start to rebuild her life in a safe and nurturing environment.

WEB: SERVANTSANON.COM
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SESSION A
11:15 AM - 12:15 PM

Take Back the Night Calgary is a grassroots organization that coordinates an
annual event to raise awareness about violence against women. The event
provides a safe, supportive place for victims and their allies to stand in solidarity
and openly share their experiences with violence. Take Back the Night marches
and rallies have been held in cities all over the world since 1975.

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN: VISIBILITY AND VOICE
The majority of women who are abused or assaulted suffer in silence because of shame, fear or the belief that it’s a “personal matter.”
Take Back the Night encourages women to end the silence and speak out about these experiences. This presentation will look at violence
against women: visibility and voice and how women find Take Back the Night to be an empowering experience because they are provided
with a safe space where they can connect with other survivors and voice their experiences. By making this “private” issue public and giving
survivors a voice, healing can begin.

THE SPEAKERS
GEEA ATANASE

has been passionate about addressing the issue of
violence against women since experiencing sexual assault in her teens. She believes in the
need to create a safe space where victims of violence are given a voice and a chance to heal
through educating others. Geea has worked with Take Back the Night for four years to ensure
that this important issue is continuously addressed in the Calgary community.

JENNIFER BURGESS

is a founding member of the Take Back
the Night planning committee and a long-time volunteer with the childcare program at the
Brenda Strafford Centre. She has a Master’s degree in Women’s Literature and currently works
as a technical editor. She feels there is important feminist work to be done on violence against
women and there’s no better place to start than a women’s gathering.

MELISSA MATHISON

is a new member of the Take Back the
Night team, but a long time supporter of the event. She is working on a Master of Arts at the
University of Calgary and as is a volunteer coordinator with the Heart and Stroke Foundation.
Her thesis topic is underpinned by feminist theory and informed by her involvement with
feminist activism both on campus and in the Calgary community.

WEB: TBTNCALGARY.COM
FACEBOOK: TBTNCALGARY
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/TBTNCALGA WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/TBTNCALGARY

END THE SILENCE AND SPEAK OUT
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SESSION B
11:15 AM - 12:15 PM

Canadian Federation of University Women is a national organization with almost
10,000 members and many chapters across Canada. Group Calgary North is one of
the chapters. The local club is particularly interested in education and social issues
that concern women and children. Apart from advocating on their behalf at the local
and provincial level they are actively involved in a number of community projects and
outreach programs.

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION: FOR LIFE!
How do you lift yourself out of poverty as a single parent with a child? The Canadian Federation of University Women (Calgary North)
thinks that a national child care program should be one of the options to help people of low income. We will explore the social,
educational and economic issues which impact children’s successful development.

THE SPEAKER
JANET BOWES

is a retired English instructor from Mount Royal University and a mother of
three. Having been a single mother for six years, she understands the challenges of daycare. She now watches
her own adult children as they struggle to find affordable and acceptable daycare. She is sympathetic to single
mothers wanting an education since she achieved her BA and MA only after marrying and having a family income.
As a seventeen-year member of the Canadian Federation of University Women, Janet has been actively involved
in literacy projects such as starting an annual program to provide books to disadvantaged preschoolers and
kindergarteners in schools and at CUPS.

WEB: CFUWCALGARYNORTH.WEEBLY.COM

HOW DO YOU LIFT YOURSELF
OUT OF POVERTY AS A
SINGLE PARENT WITH A
CHILD?
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SESSION C
11:15 AM - 12:15 PM
DEVALUING IMMIGRANT WOMEN’S
EDUCATIONAL SKILLS AND ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTIONS
In this participatory session, Alberta Network of Immigrant Women presents the documented experiences of immigrant women in
acquiring the recognition of their qualifications and their ability to contribute to the economic wellbeing of their families and to Canada.
The participants connect immigrant women’s experiences to their own definitions of equality, equity and human rights to collectively
identify a policy that needs to be addressed.

THE SPEAKER

Alberta Network of Immigrant Women was registered under Alberta’s Society Act
as a not-for-profit association in 1986. In the last 26 years Alberta Network of
Immigrant Women’s workshops, mentorship programs, capacity building programs
and foreign credential assessment support services have helped many immigrant
women to overcome the challenges of cultural barriers, unrecognized credentials
and societal discrimination. Along the way Alberta Network of Immigrant Women
has nurtured and been the catalyst for issue specific initiatives that now provide a
wealth of services to immigrants in the community.

KAMAL SEHGAL

is the executive director of the Alberta Network of Immigrant
Women. A passionate advocate for immigrant women, Sehgal has a background in the sciences and has
taught at various universities across Canada. Sehgal has a particular interest in the change that occurs in
immigrant women after emigrating from their country of origin into their new host environment. While
women in Canada live in a free country, Sehgal believes that women are not completely free because of
systemic barriers, violence, abuse and poverty. Her hope is that one day every woman will be safe, and
will be able to do what she wants to do, without repercussions from the society around her.

WEB: ANIW.ORG

ONE DAY EVERY WOMAN
WILL BE SAFE,
AND WILL BE ABLE TO DO
WHAT SHE WANTS TO DO
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SESSION D
11:15 AM - 12:15 PM

The Trans Hub is an informal network of individuals who provide positive
education and support with the trans community in mind.

EQUALITY AND TRANSWOMEN
Join the conversation and learn about the female identity of transwomen. Living between the lines of our societal binary, transwomen are
shunned by men for giving up their perceived male privilege and denied acceptance by the cis-gendered * women that feel threatened by
them. We will discuss the reasons for this animosity and engage the audience in solution building that they can personally be involved in.
*A term used to distinguish people who are not transgendered from those who are.

THE SPEAKERS
BRIANNE LANGILLE

, transwoman, has been an active advocate and
educator for more than five years. As founder of the Calgary Dyke March and recent president of
TESA (Trans Equality Society of Alberta) she strives to share her experience and knowledge as part
of her support activity.

LYN BAER

embraces many labels . . . advocate, educator, woman, parent,
lesbian, and queer. As the national chair of the LGBTQ resource group for TELUS, a parent of
a gender diverse child, and avid volunteer within Calgary’s queer community she offers real
life experience and knowledge.

LEARN ABOUT THE
FEMALE IDENTITY
OF TRANSWOMEN
19

SESSION A
1:40 PM - 2:40 PM

Idle No More calls on all people to join in a revolution, which honors and fulfills
Indigenous sovereignty and protects the land and water. Colonization continues
through attacks to Indigenous rights and damage to the land and water. Idle No
More believes we must repair these violations, live the spirit and intent of the
treaty relationship, work towards justice in action, and protect Mother Earth.

IDLE NO MORE : CHANGING CANADA WITH CULTURE AND CONVERSATION
What is Idle No More? As a woman, why should I care? Listen to Aboriginal educators and activists share information on what Idle No
More is all about: the facts versus the myths. The controversial legislation of Omnibus Bills C38 and C45 are explained: focusing on the
loss of environmental protection, the human right to drinkable water and the illegality of quashing Aboriginal treaties and rights. Personal
stories, messages of hope and empowerment, songs of healing, hope and strength will be shared, ending the session with a round dance.

THE SPEAKERS
CHANTAL CHAGNON

, CEO for the Calgary Centre Green Party,
is an Idle No More activist and an educator. A Cree-Métis woman (Muskeg Lake Cree Nation
Saskatchewan), Chantal is a professional singer and actress and is a single mother to two sons.
Chantal is a compassionate woman, who believes that a healthier, fairer, more sustainable
Canada is possible as we make decisions for those generations to come.

CHERYLE CHAGNON-GREYEYES

, member of
Muskeg Lake Cree Nation Saskatchewan, is certified in Kakakaway Medicine Wheel teachings
(Level II). Cheryle has a Bachelor of Arts in Communications, and a Bachelor of Arts in Canadian
Native Studies both from the University of Calgary. She also has a Public Relations and Advertising
diploma from Grant MacEwan University. Cheryle is the administrative coordinator at The Native
Centre at the University of Calgary, mother of two and ‘kokum’ to two grandsons.

STEPHANIE EVANS

is Cree from Fort Chipewyan (Treaty 8), but
has lived in Calgary for many years. She is a former Aboriginal liaison officer with Corrections
Canada. She grew up mostly off reserve, but has lived on both her maternal grandparents’
traditional lands and maintains ties to both communities through family and culture. Her
spouse is a member of the Haudenosaunee, Oneniote’á:ka (Oneida Nation) and proud
journeyman ironworker of local 725 in Calgary.

WEB: IDLENOMORE.CAWWW.FACEBOOK.
COM/TBTNCALGA WWW.FACEBOOK.

WORK TOWARDS JUSTICE IN ACTION
20
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SESSION B
1:40 PM - 2:40 PM

Bridgeland-Riverside Ladies Network was first created two years ago when Peggy
Wouts was eager to connect with other women in her community. Peggy coordinated
events with local businesses as a way to gather women and connect. This has led to a
growing network of women who now regularly connect. Women in this network have
commented on the incredible impact of this network, which has included a growing
sense of value and belonging.

THE POWER OF WOMEN CONNECTING IN A NEIGHBOURHOOD
This session will include an interactive activity highlighting the value and impact of connecting with women along with a presentation
by Peggy Wouts. This session will outline the development, evolution and impact of the Bridgeland- Riverside Ladies Network.
Community is referred to as being as strong as its connections, and women play a vital role in forming these connections. We do not live
or work in isolation, but rather in relation to our environment, community and people. When we connect, something happens and it is
transformational.

THE SPEAKER
PEGGY WOUTS

, resident of Bridgeland-Riverside Community, holds a Masters in Nursing,
specializing in group work and community development. A mother of two young daughters, she is now the president of
the Bridgeland-Riverside Community Association and coordinates Ladies Nite Out events. Peggy works with the board
to strengthen connections throughout the community and to create space for women, residents, community partners,
organizations and local businesses to be heard and experience a sense of belonging and value.

WEB: BRCACALGARY.ORG

WHEN WOMEN CONNECT
SOMETHING HAPPENS
AND IT IS
TRANSFORMATIONAL
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SESSION C
1:40 PM - 2:40 PM

Oxfam in Calgary is a local Oxfam community group that works
to spread awareness about global issues, empower women and
advocate for social change both locally and abroad. Their current
advocacy campaign, Oxfam GROW, calls for a dramatic change in
the way the world produces and shares food so that everyone has
enough to eat, always.

WOMEN AND FOOD INSECURITY: HOW WE ARE ALL CONNECTED
Join Oxfam in Calgary as they talk about the connections surrounding women and food security in Calgary and around the world. Hear the
issues women in our city face feeding themselves and their families. Explore real stories of women who have come up against barriers to
food security, and work together to develop actions we can take together to make food accessible, affordable and available.

AMY SWEETMAN
has been involved with Oxfam
Canada for the past three years,
both in Toronto and Calgary. She
first became interested in food
issues during her own personal
health journey and has enjoyed
learning about grassroots food
initiatives in Calgary. When she
isn’t eating or thinking about
food, she enjoys using the fuel to
participate in all kinds of sports.

SARAH AKIERMAN

has been a member of Oxfam
Calgary since 2007. She is a
proponent of student engagement
within the community and has
spoke on the importance of social
justice and sustainability at the
University of Calgary. Sarah is
the president of the University
of Calgary’s Graduate Students’
Association and is currently
enrolled in an MSc program in biological sciences. She also serves as a
board members on the University Board of Governors Alumni Association.

MADINA ABDI

has followed Oxfam’s engagement
with local and international
communities from a very early
age. Her own involvement
began in 2011, when she joined
her cousins and created the
grassroots campaign Step Up
for Somalia, a youth walk from
Calgary to Edmonton that raised
$33,000 towards Oxfam’s East
African Relief Fund. Since then,
she has become an active Oxfam
in Calgary member and continues to be involved with food and security

SARAH WINSTANLEY
was initially drawn Oxfam Canada in
2011 because of an interest in food
security and women’s issues. She is a
community social worker and is a
coordinator at the Women’s Centre of
Calgary. Sarah is passionate about

feminism and storytelling, and loves
building spaces where people feel
safe to tell their stories.

SIMONA SIAD

is a communications professional,
activist and journalist. A former
Women’s Centre of Calgary staff
member and Journalist for Human
Rights media trainer, Simona
Siad holds a BA in English and
professional writing from York
University in Toronto, Canada and
has been an active member of
Oxfam since 2011.
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WEB: OXFAM.CA

SESSION D
1:40 PM - 2:40 PM

The Calgary Sexual Health Centre aims to normalize sexual health in Alberta by
providing evidence-informed, non-judgmental sexual and reproductive health services.
The organization has been serving the Calgary community for 40 years and offers a
variety of support, outreach and education programs, as well as training programs for
professionals.

REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE : MOVING BEYOND THE PRO-CHOICE DEBATE
What is reproductive justice, anyway? Presenters from the Calgary Sexual Health Centre will explore the reproductive justice framework
and the inequality issues that prevent access to the information and resources that women need to make healthy and informed decisions
about their reproductive and sexual health. They will move beyond the debate on abortion and birth control and examine the structural
barriers that prevent safe and affordable access to support and information services. They will examine how we can achieve a world where
women have agency and autonomy and where we can advocate for ourselves on what it is that we need.

THE SPEAKERS
PAM KRAUSE

is the executive director of the Calgary Sexual Health Centre.
An advocate and activist on issues related to women’s equality and social justice, Pam has
worked and volunteered in the social sector for 20 years. Pam brings a wealth of experience
and insight to her leadership role at the Calgary Sexual Health Centre, and remains one of
Calgary’s strongest voices on public policy issues related to sexual and reproductive health.

ROSELINE CARTER

is a registered social worker, community
development manager at Calgary Sexual Health Centre, board member of the Women’s Centre of
Calgary, and full-time human rights activist. She has spent a good portion of the last ten years
engaged in work related to HIV/AIDS, sexual health, sex work, human rights and all things that
make for fun dinnertime conversations.

WEB: CALGARYSEXUALHEALTH.CA
TWITTER: @YYCSEXUALHEALTH

HOW CAN WE ACHIEVE A WORLD
WHERE WOMEN HAVE
AGENCY AND AUTONOMY?
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SESSION E
1:40 PM - 2:40 PM
PROUD OF OUR DIFFERENCE
During this conversation, hear from women about how to treat people with disabilities the way you would like to be treated. Learn about
people with disabilities and how we can work and get along together. We will talk about how we can make this possible by talking to
our communities and why our MLAs, City Councillors and MPs need to make fewer decisions for us. Learn why we are passionate about
“nothing about us, without us!”

THE SPEAKERS

Disability Action Hall is a group of people with disabilities and allies.
They have been working in Calgary since 1998 and work towards
creating a better Alberta for everyone. Anyone can be a member at the
Hall. The Hall is run by a group of self-advocates and allies. They have
weekly meetings and they also have smaller groups to work on things
that are important to them.

BRENLEY SHATZ
COLLEEN HUSTON
DENISE YOUNG

KATHLEEN BIERSDOFF
MARY SALVANI
PAMELA MARCIL
WEB: ACTIONHALL.CA

TREAT PEOPLE
WITH DISABILITIES
THE WAY YOU WOULD
LIKE TO BE TREATED
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SESSION A
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
HUMAN TRAFFICKING: A LOOK AT LOCAL TRENDS
Participants can expect to engage in a conversation around the local trends and response to human trafficking in Alberta. More specifically,
this session will explore situations in which women and young girls, living in Alberta, are trafficked for the purpose of sexual and labour
exploitation. As a collective, we will explore ways in which victims can be identified and supported.

THE SPEAKER

ACT Alberta is a coalition comprised of government ministries, non-governmental
organizations, survivors of trafficking and volunteers concerned with identifying
and responding to human trafficking in Alberta. ACT Alberta operates through
community driven ACT chapters, located in urban and rural areas of Alberta. These
chapters address all forms of trafficking including labour and sexual exploitation,
domestic and international trafficking.

ALISA TUKKIMAKI is the ACT Alberta Calgary coordinator. She has over ten years

of experience as both a front line and community development social worker in Calgary. With a focus
on social justice and human rights, Alisa has worked and volunteered in the fields of homelessness and
poverty reduction, HIV/AIDS, harm reduction, domestic violence, immigrant and refugee settlement,
and counter-human trafficking. She holds a Bachelor in Social Work and a Masters in International
Community Development from the Faculty of Social Work at the University of Calgary.

WEB: ACTALBERTA.ORG
TWITTER: @ACTCALGARY

EXPLORE WAYS IN WHICH
TRAFFICKING VICTIMS
CAN BE IDENTIFIED AND
SUPPORTED
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SESSION B
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM

Calgary Vietnamese Women’s Association is a newly incorporated
grassroots organization connecting Vietnamese women in Calgary.
They are committed to promoting volunteerism, developing the
potential of Vietnamese women and enabling them to become active
participants in the community through empowerment and capacity
building. Calgary Vietnamese Women’s Association values commitment,
community, friendship, integrity and learning. They envision a society
in which Vietnamese women have unity and a voice.

WOMEN AND SOCIAL ISOLATION
Social isolation is a large problem that immigrants to Canada and Calgary are facing, and is often a greater problem for women. This
session features different personal stories of presenters from Vietnam, highlighting the impact of social isolation on immigrant women,
and how it has been tackled. Participants will be expected to contribute actively in the discussion and collectively come up with
suggestions to make change in social policy to combat and eliminate social isolation among women, especially immigrant women.

THE SPEAKERS
JENNY VU

is a
homemaker and great cook. She
has a big heart when it comes to
helping women and seniors in
the community to combat social
isolation and be independent.
Jenny was also one of the chief
volunteers for the Calgary
Vietnamese Women’s Association
during its signature fundraising
campaign, as well as a community mobilizer. Jenny is currently taking ESL
class at Columbia College and working part-time as a community organizer
in Penbrooke under the framework of the Strong Neighbourhood Cultural
Engagement Project at the Ethnocultural Council of Calgary.

LINH HA

is a
multicultural broker who helps
connect newcomers in the Vietnamese
community to service providers in
Calgary through the Building Bridges
with Ethnocultural communities project
at the Ethnocultural Council of Calgary.
Linh has been a volunteer operation
manager for the Calgary Vietnamese
Women’s Association (CAVWA) fundraising campaign, which helps sustain the
work of this amazing group of Vietnamese women.

THU NGUYEN

is
a full-time mom and is also a full-time
student at Mount Royal University.
She is interested in social activities
and enjoys doing volunteer work.
Thu became a member of the Calgary
Vietnamese Women’s Association in
2012, and is really proud of her work
with the organization. Thu is planning
to become an ESL teacher or a nurse so that she can help other children in
the community as well as her own.
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LINH BUI

has a

Master’s degree from University of
Manchester and a Bachelor of Art
in Economics, with experience in
development project management
and implementation. Linh is now
leading the Calgary Vietnamese
Women’s Association which is
completing its second year in
operation. Linh is also a supporter of and experienced social enterprise
manager. Deeply touched by the impact of isolation in the Vietnamese
women’s community, with a core group of women, Linh founded the Calgary
Vietnamese Women’s Association to support those women and make a
change in the community.

SUSAN UNG

has over 10 years of experience
in the field of banking and
mortgage specialty. She is
experienced in community
development, supporting
newcomers and is a veteran
interpreter. Learning from
various women’s struggles
with social isolation and its
impact, Susan joined the Calgary Vietnamese Women’s Association to make
a difference in the life of those women while giving back to the community.
Susan speaks Cantonese, Vietnamese, Mandarin and English. She works
with The Mortgage Group and is the current Calgary Vietnamese Women’s
Association treasurer.

SESSION C
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM

Group members of Women and Housing are volunteers who are associated with the
YWCA in some way. These women have chosen to be here today because they are
passionate about change. Each unique group members has lived experience related
to women’s housing, and their own story and ideas that they wish to share.

SAFE AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING: A WOMEN’S PERSPECTIVE
In this session, attendees will hear real life stories of different women’s experiences with low-income housing and homelessness. Expect
discussions about some of the difficulties and benefits of current housing options such as unaffordable prices, living in community or shared
accommodations, having a case manager, and being stigmatized or stereotyped in the employment world. The group will also discuss different
reasons why a woman may end up in a situation where she is struggling to find housing or has become homeless. This group is passionate
about change happening in the area of housing for women and would be pleased to address participants’ comments and questions.

THE SPEAKERS
ERUM

moved to Calgary due to difficulties with family and is currently living in the
YWCA Mary Dover House. She is very happy to share her experience of how she came to be in
her current housing. Erum has experienced first-hand stereotyping and discrimination because
of her culture and housing.

RASHA

is a member of the YWCA community and knows how significant housing is
in a person’s life. Rasha has a special interest in housing for women because she is passionate
about women’s rights.

JESSICA

is successfully housed with the YWCA Community Housing program. She
has experienced many different housing scenarios in Calgary including homelessness, living
in shelters, living in transitional housing, and now supportive housing. Jessica especially likes
the benefits she has in her supportive housing program. She believes that Calgary is in need of
more supportive housing options.

WEB: YWCAKEEPAROOFCALGARY.COM
TBTNCALGA WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/TBT-

EVERY WOMAN HAS A STORY
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SESSION D
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
CHILDCARE : IT IMPACTS ALL

The roots of the United Nurses of Alberta began with the establishment
of the Alberta Association of Registered Nurses in 1916 and then the Staff
Nurse Associations in 1950. The United Nurses of Alberta emerged in 1977,
representing over 3000 nurses in 50 health care institutions throughout
the province. Whereas the organization’s primary focus resided in collective
bargaining for members, the United Nurses of Alberta also addressed
broader issues related to labour, the status of women, and public health
care advocacy.

Please join a group of Women from United Nurses of Alberta for a dialogue on childcare. Childcare impacts all of us. You will hear stories
of how childcare decisions impacted union women in their workplace as well as their home lives. Victories in Quebec for affordable
daycare and a recent federal court decision on discrimination regarding family status may impact the future of childcare options in Canada
and Alberta. Now is the time to fight for improved access to childcare.

THE SPEAKERS
DENISE PALMER

is a registered nurse and has worked permanent
part-time while raising four children. Denise is the chair of the Alberta Federation of Labour
Women’s Committee.

KAREN CRAIK

is a registered nurse and is the provincial secretary
treasurer for United Nurses of Alberta. Except for the eight months after her daughter was born,
Karen has always worked full-time. It was not an easy decision to make but with the support of
her husband and other family members, childcare issues were addressed.

MARIE CORNS

is a registered nurse who is currently living the workplace/
childcare juggle. Marie has been an active member of United Nurses of Alberta and currently sits
on the Board of the United Nurses of Alberta. Marie is happy to share her stories and struggles.

WEB: UNA.AB.CA

CHILDCARE IMPACTS ALL OF US
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SESSION E
11:15 AM - 12:15 PM & 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
SOAPBOX SESSIONS
A soapbox is a platform on which one stands to make a speech, often about a political subject. Each session will consist of up to five short
presentations from women in the community who want to speak about policy research they have done or an issue impacting their lives.
Each presenter will have eight minutes to speak.

THE CHANGEMAKERS
TBA

TBA

TBA

.

TBA

TBA

SPEAK OUT, BE HEARD
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NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES

Print sponsorship provided
by Xerox in Partnership with
the University of Calgary.
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THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING!
OUR DESIRE IS THAT
THIS GATHERING IS A
LAUNCHING POINT AND THAT
WE WILL WORK TOGETHER
TO PROPEL THESE
CHANGES AND POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS
FORWARD
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ABOUT THE WOMEN’S CENTRE
T

he Women’s Centre of Calgary is a grassroots community
organization offering women opportunities to both receive
and provide support, connect with others and build community
through a variety of programs. Our trust-based work, supported by
more than 550 active volunteers, is centered on a philosophy of
women helping women.
At the Women’s Centre, we believe in the potential of every
woman, and that women are strong and capable. All of our work is
done within our unique Community Capacity Building Peer Model.
One of the strengths of our Peer Model is that it fosters flexibility
for women to give back in whatever ways they can, and starting
from where they are at. All women can contribute differently and
equitably at the Centre. Our approach welcomes and encourages a
full diversity of culture, experience and skills.

We work to provide a safe community space for women to connect
with others and learn new things. Every year, we offer more than
200 free, volunteer-delivered workshops and groups and several
community building events. While the Centre is open to all
women, more than 90% of the women who access our services
are living in poverty. In response, we offer a variety of free drop-in
resources, including assistance with basic needs. We also advocate
for systemic and policy changes aimed at addressing the root
causes of women’s issues through our work for change.
Our Mission: To be every woman’s place for support, connections
and community.
Our Vision: Women supporting communities, communities
supporting women.

“The Women’s Centre makes the community stronger. It
lends support and acts as a meeting place for women who
are seeking someone to talk to, either to deal with crisis
or just broaden their horizons.”
-Woman who uses the Centre

WWW.WOMENSCENTRECALGARY.ORG
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STAY IN TOUCH
39 4st Street NE
Calgary, AB T2E 3R6

Ph. 403-264-1155
Fax. 403-264-1203

Email: info@womenscentrecalgary.org
www.womenscentrecalgary.org

